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M AT E R I A L S  S C I E N C E

Anisotropic Liesegang pattern for the nonlinear elastic 
biomineral- hydrogel complex
Woojin Choi1†, Milae Lee1†, Hyungseok Yong1†, Deokjae Heo2, Taesuk Jun1, Hanwook Ryu2, 
Ji- Yeong Kim3, Dingyun Cui1, Du Yeol Ryu1, Sang- Young Lee1, Sung- Hwan Choi3, Byeong- Su Kim4, 
Jiyu Kim1, Se Yong Jung5, Sangmin Lee2*, Jinkee Hong1*

The Liesegang pattern is a beautiful natural anisotropic patterning phenomenon observed in rocks and sandstones. 
This study reveals that the Liesegang pattern can induce nonlinear elasticity. Here, a Liesegang- patterned complex 
with biomineral- hydrogel repetitive layers is prepared. This Liesegang- patterned complex is obtained only when the 
biomineralization is performed under the supersaturated conditions. The Liesegang- patterned complex features a 
nonlinear elastic response, whereas a complex with a single biomineral shell shows a linear behavior, thus demonstrat-
ing that the Liesegang pattern is essential in achieving nonlinear elasticity. The stiff biomineral layers have buffered the 
concentrated energy on behalf of soft hydrogels, thereby exposing the hydrogel components to reduced stress and, in 
turn, enabling them to perform the elasticity continuously. Moreover, the nonlinear elastic Liesegang- patterned com-
plex exhibits excellent stress relaxation to the external loading, which is the biomechanical characteristic of cartilage. 
This stress relaxation allows the bundle of fiber- type Liesegang- patterned complex to endure greater deformation.

INTRODUCTION
The anisotropic structure determines intriguing behavioral proper-
ties of biological systems. For instance, the human bones exhibit the 
repetitive and anisotropic combination of soft collagen fibers and 
stiff hydroxyapatites (HAPs). Because collagen provides flexibility 
and resilience to the bone, while HAP contributes hardness and 
strength, the human bones feature superior mechanical properties, 
representatively, an elastic modulus of ~20 GPa (1, 2). The aniso-
tropically distributing collagen fibers within the soft elastin matrix 
drive the flaw- insensitive fatigue resistance of bovine pericardium 
(3). The morphing of ice plant (Delosperma nakurense) capsules 
when adapting to a humid environment is assisted by an anisotropic 
structure composed of a nonswellable lignin cell wall and hygro-
scopic cellulose interior (4). To emulate these natural features, the 
diverse hydrogel (HD)–based anisotropic structures have been de-
veloped through the shear force, electric field, magnetic field, direc-
tional ice freezing, ion diffusion, and three- dimensional printing 
techniques (5–8). In particular, these anisotropic patterns have me-
chanically reinforced the HD itself (9–12). Furthermore, because 
the applied stress could be buffered by the incorporated strong com-
ponents [for instance, glassy polymers (13, 14), nanoparticles (15), 
and graphene (16)], the anisotropic pattern of soft HD and strong 
components would considerably improve the physical features of the 
entire complex material. Accordingly, the technologies for anisotro-
pic patterning of soft HD and strong components are promising for 
advanced biomimetic and bioinspired material systems.

The Liesegang pattern is a naturally self- organized anisotropic 
precipitation pattern in sedimentary rocks and sandstones (17, 18). 

Scientists have found that this periodic pattern is formed when the 
diffusion reaction–based self- assembly of mineral precursors is con-
ducted under a nonequilibrium (19, 20). Accordingly, recent works 
artificially generated Liesegang patterns using charged nanoparti-
cles (21), liquid metal (22), Ag+ precipitation (23), polyelectrolytes 
(24), and biopolymer (25). Although the Liesegang patterning pro-
tocols have been partially established, the specific advantages of the 
Liesegang pattern are rarely discussed. Most recently, the Liesegang 
pattern was developed as a fingerprint for improving the tactile sens-
ing efficiency of ionic skin (26) and as a recorder of information about 
external mechanical changes (27). However, the mechanism of how 
the Liesegang pattern determines the mechanical properties was hardly 
revealed. In this study, we have found the unreported necessity of 
the Liesegang pattern in realizing a nonlinear elastic biomineral- 
HD complex material. Here, the nonlinear elasticity indicates the 
materials that do not exhibit the linear Hookean behavior when they 
are operating in the larger deformation strain (28, 29).

Human cells and tissues feature nonlinear elasticity, enabling them 
to maintain their integrity by stiffening in response to external defor-
mation (1, 30). For instance, biological gels composed of proteins (e.g., 
actin, collagen, fibrin, vimentin, and neurofilaments) exhibited non-
linear elasticity (31). Therefore, nonlinear elastic materials have tre-
mendous potential in broad biomedical applications, representatively, 
tissue engineering (32). Researches show that nonlinear elastic HD 
fibers feature excellent cellular affinity (33, 34). Furthermore, extra-
cellular matrix–like nonlinear elastic HDs were shown to facilitate the 
spreading, proliferation, and osteogenic differentiation of mesenchy-
mal stem cells (35, 36). Recently, the nonlinear elastic encapsulation 
layer of electrode arrays enabled the bioelectronics to be conformally 
attached to the human heart and brain cortex, thereby improving the 
bioelectronics operation quality (37). In tandems with several synthetic 
nonlinear elastic polymers [representatively, glycol- functionalized 
polyisocyanide semiflexible hydrogels (38)], studying strategies for 
preparing nonlinear elastic materials would be necessary in the bio-
medical fields.

In this study, we studied the biomineralization kinetics by tuning 
the ionic strength (I) to achieve the HAP- HD complex material featur-
ing the anisotropic Liesegang pattern and nonlinear elasticity. Here, 
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the biomineralization indicates the HAP growing phenomenon 
using Ca2+-  and PO4

3−- rich HAP precursors (39–41). The biomin-
eralization performed below the critical I led to the single HAP shell–
covered complex (HSC). This HSC presented the typical elastic 
response of an HD (42, 43). Conversely, the Liesegang- patterned 
complex (LPC) was accomplished when I was beyond the supersatu-
ration point. This LPC exhibited cell-  and tissue- like nonlinear elastic 
behavior (30, 44). The rheological studies and finite element analysis 
(FEA) revealed that the strong HAP structures exclusively endured 
the concentrated energy on behalf of soft HD layers. This reduced 
stress in the HD components enabled them to consistently perform 
stress dissipation and elasticity. The nonlinear elastic LPC showed 
excellent stress relaxation capacity, which is also observed as the 
biomechanical feature of cartilage. This study reports a fundamental 
comprehension of the Liesegang pattern and a straightforward tech-
nique for acquiring a complex material with broad potential biomedi-
cal applications.

RESULTS
Fabrication and investigation of LPC
Figure 1A shows the biomineralization- based Liesegang patterning 
process of the LPC. First, the double- network HD was synthesized 
using acrylamide and sodium alginate (45). In particular, the 
ionic cross- linker Ca2+ acted as an initial nucleation site (39). The 

acrylamide network mainly contributed as a control group with 
evident linear elasticity to study the Liesegang pattern–induced 
nonlinear elasticity of LPC. Meanwhile, it was reported that the 
acrylamide network would hardly influence biomineralization 
kinetics analogously with other inert substrates for Liesegang 
patterning, for instance, gelatin (24), chitosan (46), and polyvinyl 
alcohol–polyvinyl pyrrolidone HDs (47). Subsequently, the HD was 
repeatedly exposed to two separate HAP precursor solutions con-
taining PO4

3− and Ca2+ ions individually to trigger the ionic diffu-
sion, nucleation, and precipitation. The entire faces of the LPC 
became opaque, indicating that the HAP shell had grown. Accord-
ing to C 1s x- ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra, the 
LPC showed 31% decreased C═O intensity than the HD, indicating 
that HAP was sufficiently grown (fig. S1). When the LPC was sliced 
into thirds, the Liesegang patterns of HAP (LP- HAPs) were ob-
served occupying inside the HD. Moreover, the intermediate HD 
(inter- HD) between the HAP shell and LP- HAP and the interior 
core of the HD (HD core) were recognized. Thereby, the LPC 
exhibited an anisotropic pattern. The LPC was subjected to Raman 
spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 1B. Notably, Raman signals of unit 
domains of the Liesegang pattern were acquired. The HAP shell 
region presented a strong peak at 960 cm−1 originating from PO4

3− 
of HAP (48). Meanwhile, the regions of the inter- HD and HD core 
did not show any peaks within 900 to 990 cm−1. The LP- HAP exhibited 
an intense Raman signal of HAP. This finding was visualized by 

Fig. 1. Characterization of the LPC. (A) Fabrication process of lPC. A cubic hd is prepared with the volume of 4.91 cm3. # is the exposure number of biomineral precursor. 
For example, # = 10 means that hd is immersed in PO4

3− and Ca2+ for 10 times, respectively. lPC showed the same size as the hd. (B) Raman spectra within 900 to 990 
cm−1 to study the unit sections of lPC: hAP shell, inter- hd, lP- hAP, and hd core. (C) Spatial distribution of hAP in lPC monitored through mosaic Raman mapping tool. 
Red indicates the strongest intensity of hAP- originated Raman signal at 960 cm−1. (D) XPS of lPC. XPS spectra at 127 to 144 ev and 340 to 360 ev are related to P 2p and 
Ca 2p, respectively. (E) two-  and one- dimensional wide- angle x- ray scattering (WAXS) patterns of hd and lPC. here, q is the scattering vector, where q = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2). 
θ and λ are the scattering angle and wavelength of the incident x- ray beam, respectively.
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tracking the HAP Raman signals using the mosaic Raman mapping 
within the area of the HD core–LP- HAP–inter- HD (Fig. 1C). These 
Raman experiments confirmed that the biomineralization selective-
ly occurred at the LP- HAP and HAP shell regions, generating the 
distinct boundary within Liesegang patterns.

Deficient biomineralization results in the premature polymorph 
of HAP: amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) (49). Because ACP is 
still metastable (50), the LPC should be composed of HAP to serve 
as the strong component within the anisotropic Liesegang pattern. 
Figure 1D shows the P 2p and Ca 2p XPS spectra of the LPC, involv-
ing the peaks at 133.1, 347.1, and 350.6 eV. Notably, the intense peak 
of Ca 2p3/2 is sensitively associated with the crystallinity in HAP 
(51). As shown in Fig.  1E, HD and LPC were subjected to wide- 
angle x- ray scattering (WAXS) experiments to comprehend their 
crystal structures. Only LPC presented obvious x- ray scattering 
patterns at 18.5 and 22.6 nm−1. These two peaks are attributed to the 
(002) and (112) directions of thermodynamically stable HAP (51). 
Furthermore, when HD was exposed to the combination of Zn2+- 
PO4

3−, x- ray scattering signal was identical to HD, suggesting that 
the ionic diffusion and precipitation reaction should be accompa-
nied (fig. S2) (20). Therefore, we determined that LPC featured the 
strong HAP–soft HD–strong HAP–soft HD anisotropic structure.

Mechanism of biomineralization- based anisotropic 
Liesegang patterning
As shown in Fig. 2A, biomineralization kinetics are substantially 
dependent on the I value of HAP precursor media (52). The ion 
permeation through the HD network is driven by a chemical poten-
tial gradient, leading to the positive relationship between ion pene-
tration depth and I (the blue line in Fig. 2A) (53). In particular, 
the concentration difference (Δc) between the HD and surrounding 
medium determines the ion permeation flux density (J): J = P(Δc/L), 
where L is the HD length and P indicates the permeability coeffi-
cient. Furthermore, the threshold energy for maturing the ionic 
clusters up to the nucleus size should be fulfilled for the nucleation 
and subsequent biomineralization (54). Hence, the biomineraliza-
tion rates show the initial plateau, followed by an exponential in-
crease during HAP growth and eventual saturation (the yellow lines 
in Fig. 2A). The rapid arrival at the saturation point could result in 
smaller HAPs (the green line in Fig. 2A) (55). In summary, when the 
value of I increases, the ion permeation becomes facilitated, the ions 
reach a deeper position, the biomineralization rate accelerates, and 
the size of HAP decreases (56).

Given that supersaturation means the distinctively increased I, 
the biomineralization behaviors would be unique under the super-
saturated condition when compared to the normal HAP precursor 
media with low to moderate I (Fig. 2B) (20). When I is far below 
from supersaturation point, the slow ion flux leads to the shallow 
ion permeation depth, and HAP gradually grows from the ion- 
attaching nucleation surface and diffuses toward the core. Thereby, 
the entire trace of ion diffusion becomes a single and continuous 
HAP layer (Fig. 2C) (57, 58). When I was increased further, the ion 
permeation became intense, yielding a thicker HAP shell. This phe-
nomenon is consistent with the reported single HAP shell formation 
scenario (39).

Notably, to yield a Liesegang pattern, an independent nucleation 
layer, separate from the continuous HAP shell growth in the outer 
layer, must be generated inside the HD. Considering the supersatu-
rated condition, the nucleation could occur markedly at the deeper 

locations, which is essential to get out of the influence of continuous 
HAP shell formation and generate the LP- HAP (Fig. 2D) (59). At 
the same time, the supersaturated precursor accelerated the interfa-
cial biomineralization into the HAP shell. Subsequently, these once- 
generated LP- HAP and HAP shell favorably drew the precursor ions. 
Because of this Ostwald ripening phenomenon, the intermediate 
ions were extracted to the regions of the LP- HAP or HAP shell, 
resulting in the distinct formation of the ion- depleted inter- HD area 
and the ion- rich Liesegang pattern.

Parameter studies of the Liesegang pattern 
formation mechanism
Three steps are essential for yielding LPC: pre- pH adjustment of HD, 
the biomineralization, and postincubation (Fig. 3A). The shrink dur-
ing biomineralization step was an index of successful Lisegang 
patterning (fig. S3). Here, the parameters regulating each step were 
studied to understand the detailed mechanism of Liesegang pattern-
ing. First, the biomineralization step was controlled as shown in 
Fig. 3B: I was 0.033, 0.33, 3.3, and 33 M, and the exposure number 
to biomineral precursor (#) was 5 and 10. Previous works reported 
that the increasing # enabled the maturation of the HAP regard-
less of the short precursor exposure time (39, 57). Moreover, when 
I  =  33 M, it indicates that the nonequilibrium supersaturated 
precursor was prepared. A thin HAP shell was formed under the 
I = 0.033 M and # = 5 condition. This HAP shell became relatively 
apparent when I was 0.33 M and # = 5. When I reached 3.3 M at 
# = 5, a distinct front boundary of the HAP shell was observed. The 
biomineralized complex with I = 33 M and # = 5 condition exhib-
ited the inter- HD and LP- HAP. Although this Liesegang pattern was 
so far relatively ambiguous, I = 33 M led to an exclusive anisotropic 
structure unlike I = 0.033 to 3.3 M. These findings became evident 
when the biomineralization was conducted under # = 10. By in-
creasing I until 3.3 M under #  =  10 condition, the HAP shell 
continuously grew up to the biomineralization front boundary line 
observed in # = 5 case. The biomineralization under I = 33 M and 
# = 10 conditions resulted in the matured and apparent Liesegang 
pattern of the HAP shell–inter- HD–LP- HAP–HD core. In summa-
ry, the biomineralization using I = 0.033 to 3.3 M precursor results 
in HSC 1 to HSC 3 with different thicknesses of HAP shell, while the 
LPC was acquired selectively under I = 33 M condition.

The thickness of characteristic regions is shown in Fig. 3C. Regardless 
of # values, the HAP shell became thicker until I = 3.3 M. When # 
was increased from 5 to 10, HSC 1 (I = 0.033 M) and HSC 2 (I = 0.33 M) 
showed 255 and 183% increases in the HAP shell thickness, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, the I = 3.3 M condition presented only a 112% 
increase, implying that the ionic permeation rate met the upper 
limit near I = 3.3 M. Considering the condition of I = 33 M and 
# = 5, the first appeared LP- HAP and inter- HD exhibited thickness 
values of 0.18 and 0.06 cm, respectively. After the Liesegang pattern 
formation, the HAP shell thickness was comparable to the case of 
I  =  0.33 M. When # was 10, the LP- HAP became 133% thicker, 
while the thickness of the inter- HD was almost consistent, com-
pared to the values when # = 5.

As shown in Fig. 3A, the standard condition of preparing LPC 
was determined as pH adjustment of HD to weak base; biomineraliza-
tion under I = 33 M, # = 10, 1- min immersion conditions; and postin-
cubation at 5 M Ca2+ medium. Subsequently, we variated the 
experiment conditions while fixing I and # to 33 M and 10 to com-
prehend the detailed mechanism of Liesegang patterning. As shown 
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in Fig. 3D, the LP- HAP was not formed when the pH adjustment 
condition was changed from a weak base (pH 8.5) to a weak acid 
(pH 5.5). Given that acid disturbs the biomineralization and eventu-
ally demineralizes the HAP (60), the weak acid of HD prevented the 
initial nucleation inside HD necessary for LP- HAP growth. Through 
this experiment, we revealed that the initial nucleation notably in-
fluenced the eventual generation of the LP- HAP.

The value of I not only during the biomineralization step but also 
during the postincubation step was decisive in the Liesegang pattern-
ing. The gap between LP- HAP and HAP shell, i.e., inter- HD, was 
filled with the HAP when the postincubation was performed under 
5 mM CaCl2 (Fig. 3E). This result indicated that the weak ionic strength 
caused the shallow ion penetration and slow biomineralization from 
the HAP shell and thereby led to the interconnection between LP- HAP 
and HAP shell.

Furthermore, the once- generated LP- HAP and HAP shell were 
preferential nucleation sites where drawing the ions, facilitating 
the Ostwald ripening effect, and eventually closing the inter- HD 

by their thickening. As suggested in Fig. 3F, the LP- HAP was still 
clear and slightly thicker when the immersion time during the 
biomineralization step was increased to 3 min. Meanwhile, when 
this immersion time reaches 5 min, the time for Ostwald ripening 
is prolonged, resulting in the almost merging of the HAP shell 
and LP- HAP. To additionally prove this finding, the once- made 
LPC was subjected to one more cycle of the entire LPC formation 
procedure. The diminishment of the inter- HD region was ob-
served in this case as well (Fig. 3G). According to the parameter 
studies above, we conclude that the excess biomineralization 
should be prevented to yield a distinct Liesegang pattern, consid-
ering the Ostwald ripening effects that occurred from the boundar-
ies of LP- HAP and HAP shell.

To capitalize on the sharpness of the Liesegang pattern, we 
engraved several holes in the HDs as the pathways for omnidirec-
tional permeation, extraction, and precipitation of supersatu-
rated ions. As shown in Fig. 3H, the squares with lengths of 0.5, 
0.85, and 1.0 cm were patterned at 0.5- cm intervals. Then, the 

Fig. 2. Mechanism of biomineralization- based Lisegang patterning. (A) influence of the ionic strength in the biomineralization kinetics. the ionic strength determines 
the position of hAP (blue line), the rate of hAP growth (yellow lines), and the size of hAP (green line). (B) the supersaturated precursor media enable deep penetration 
and rapid biomineralization to accomplish the liesegang pattern and lPC. (C and D) Biomineralization scenarios during preparation (C) hSC with the nonsupersaturated 
media and (d) lPC at the supersaturation condition.
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biomineralization under I = 33 M and # = 10 condition was con-
ducted. The multiple square- shaped Liesegang patterns were 
constructed within the single HD. The Liesegang patterns with 
circles, stars, and foot traces were also prepared (fig.  S4). We 
observed that two LP- HAPs did not overlap despite being adja-
cent within 0.2 cm, implying the possibility of more complex 
Liesegang patterning. To clarify the assumption, Fig. 3I shows 
the Liesegang patterns with the words: “Yonsei and CAU (the 
authors’ affiliation).” In particular, the characters “C” and “U” 
exhibited a limited Liesegang patterning area of less than 0.5 cm. 
Nevertheless, the neighboring LP- HAPs were not overlapped, 
and inter- HD regions were still monitored. We found that the 
proposed Liesegang patterning technology could exhibit an ex-
cellent resolution of ~0.2 cm when the biomineralization was 
conducted within the appropriate degree. That is, it can be ex-
pected that the Liesegang patterns can overlap when the immer-
sion time exceeds 5 min.

Mechanical characterization of the LPC
Although the biomineralized complex with HAP shell–inter- HD–HAP 
core structure was reported, the correlation between the anisotropic 
structure and mechanical property was not revealed; meanwhile, 
the bioactivity of patterned HAPs was proved through the selective 
growth of the preosteoblast cells (61). Here, rheological studies were 
performed to comprehend the correlation between the anisotropic 
Liesegang pattern and the nonlinear elasticity. In particular, super-
position rheology was used to monitor the storage modulus (G′) 
within the broad deformation range, and G′ represents the elastic 
behaviors. Regarding the general narrow deformation range, the G′ 
profile difference between linear and nonlinear elastic materials is 
less obvious (the black line in Fig. 4A). Meanwhile, when the several 
G′ profiles, which were accumulated as a function of time and 
temperature, were horizontally shifted on the basis of superposition 
theory, the master curves of linear and nonlinear elastic materials 
would exhibit a remarkable difference (the red line in Fig. 4A) (62). 

Fig. 3. Comprehension of parameters influential in Liesegang patterning. (A) illustration of liesegang patterning protocols and decisive parameters. (B) im-
ages of biomineralized complexes prepared under different values of I (0.033 to 33 M) and # (5, 10). the size of all samples is identical to 2.89 cm2. hSC 1 to hSC 3 
mean the complexes biomineralized under I = 0.033 to 3.3 M and # = 10 conditions, while lPC corresponds to the sample biomineralized under I = 33 M and # = 10 
conditions. (C) thickness of specific regions (i.e., hAP shell, lP- hAP, and inter- hd) of hSC 1 to hSC 3, lPC biomineralized under the conditions of # = 5 (open sym-
bols) and # = 10 (closed symbols). (D to G) diverse lPCs obtained by differing experimental conditions, as denoted above in the images. Scale bars, 0.5 cm. (H and 
I) Fabrication of multiple liesegang patterns with the (h) squares and (i) words. Because of the spec of the laser cutter, the shape of “e” was partially engraved.
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In previous work, the extrapolated G′ at a frequency of 108 rad s−1 
was determined through superposition theory when the experi-
ments were conducted within the frequency range of 0.1 to 100 rad 
s−1 (63). The elastic material presented a linearly increasing master 
curve. Conversely, the nonlinear elastic material showed a curved 
master curve with multiple plateaus. Time- temperature superposi-
tion is mainly used, whereas the time- kinetics (64) and time- 
humidity (65) models were additionally developed for specific 
purposes. Figure 4 (B to D) presents the fitted master curves of the 
HD, HSC 1 to HSC 3, and LPC by superpositing the G′ profiles mea-
sured within 25° to 65°C at 5°C intervals under frequency sweeping. 
The horizontal shift factor (αT) followed the Arrhenius equation–
related activation energy (62, 66). Accordingly, as described in 
fig. S5, we measured the activation energy from the zero- frequency 
complex viscosity, thereby determining the αT values of the HD, 
HSC 1 to HSC 3, and LPC.

As shown in Fig. 4B, the HD presented a linearly increasing G′ 
profile within the slight G′ increase (Δ) of 121%, confirming its out-
standing linear elasticity (43). This linear elasticity was retained after 
the thin HAP shell was constructed in HSC 1 (Δ = 128%). When the 
HAP shell became thicker by increasing I to 0.33 M, HSC 2 showed 
an increased Δ of 154%. Furthermore, HSC 3 featured a more in-
creased Δ of 240%, implying that the thicker HAP shell reinforced 
the entire complex material (Fig. 4C). Irrespective of the increasing 
values of Δ, HSC 1 to HSC 3 exhibited linear elasticity. The LPC 
presented a distinctive curved master curve compared to the HD 

and HSC 1 to HSC 3, confirming its nonlinear elasticity (Fig. 4D). 
Under the low- frequency region, it showed a weaker Δ of 161%. 
After the critical frequency, G′ increased in the nonlinear exponen-
tial growth with two plateaus. The LPC exhibited a substantial Δ of 
483% within the nonlinear elastic regime. Moreover, the crossover 
point, where G′ and loss modulus (G″) are being reversed, is the 
primary evidence of the nonlinear elasticity (67). HSC 3 did not 
show the crossover point, indicating that even a thick HAP shell 
could not surpass the elasticity of the background HD (fig. S6A). 
The LPC exhibited the crossover point in the lower frequency range 
(fig. S6B). Considering that the interface of HAP and HD is physi-
cally connected, this finding is comparable to the Maxwell- type 
nonlinear elastic behavior of a physically cross- linked poly(vinyl 
alcohol)- borax HD (68, 69).

We studied the loss factors of the HD, HSC 1 to HSC 3, and LPC 
to reveal how the anisotropic Liesegang pattern enabled the nonlin-
ear elasticity (Fig. 4E). The loss factor indicates the energy dissipa-
tion efficiency, and a loss factor larger than 0.5 represents an excellent 
dissipation property (63). All samples exhibited a decreasing loss 
factor as the frequency increased. Regarding HSC 1 to HSC 3, only 
HSC 3 with the thickest HAP shell showed a loss factor larger than 
0.5. However, this loss factor rapidly diminished below 0.5 when the 
frequency reached 10 Hz, proving that HSC 3 easily lost its energy 
dissipation property. The LPC presented a maximum loss factor of 
2.62. Moreover, the loss factor of the LPC was larger than 0.5 until 
103 Hz, suggesting that it was superior in energy dissipation.

Fig. 4. Rheological investigation of the LPC. (A) time- temperature superposition–based investigation of the frequency sweep rheological responses. G′, αt, and w mean 
the storage modulus, horizontal shift factor, and angular frequency (in hertz), respectively. (B to D) Superpositioned master curves of hd, hSC 1 to hSC 3, and lPC. the 
increases in G′ were denoted as the symbol Δ. (E) loss factors of hd, hSC 1 to hSC 3, and lPC. (F) Stress versus viscosity profiles of hd, hSC 1 to hSC 3, and lPC. the uni-
axial shear is applied for 2 min.
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Moreover, we prepared different LPCs (so- called LPC 1 and LPC 
2) through partial biomineralization- based Liesegang patterning. 
As shown in Fig. 4F, LPC 1 denotes that only one side exhibited the 
Liesegang pattern, and LPC 2 indicates that the two adjacent vertical 
sides were subjected to biomineralization. The experimental section 
addresses their preparation protocols in detail. LPC 4 corresponds 
to the original LPC. The HD, LPC 1, LPC 2, and LPC 4 were studied 
under uniaxial shearing with different rates of 1 and 2 s−1 (fig. S7). 
When the shear rate was accelerated up to 2 s−1, the HD exhibited a 
wide variation of stress and viscosity, meaning that its polymer net-
work underwent considerable shear distortion. Regardless of the 
applied shear rate, the measured stresses were in the order of 
HD < LPC 1 < LPC 2 < LPC 4. In particular, the increasing number 
of Liesegang patterns resulted in a narrower stress versus viscosity 
plot. Hence, we revealed that the anisotropic Liesegang pattern was 
an essential structure in dissipating the applied loading and, conse-
quently, in endowing the nonlinear elasticity to the LPC.

Subsequently, we performed FEA when the HD, HSC, and LPC 
were subjected to an identical compression force of 5 N or a torsion 
of 21.25 N·mm (Fig. 5A). As shown in Fig. 5 (B and C), the different 

equilibrium profiles after the deformation demonstrated that the 
stress distribution was considerably influenced by the Liesegang 
pattern. Regarding the HD under compression, its centroid exhib-
ited more concentrated stress than the top and bottom surfaces 
(Fig.  5B, left). The stress smoothly increased along the azimuth 
angle and maximized up to 20.7 kPa at the boundary surface (70). 
This stress distribution profile was analogously observed in the HSC 
(Fig. 5B, middle). In particular, although the HAP shell accommo-
dated more concentrated stress up to 26.0 kPa, the HD component 
of the HSC yielded an analogous stress distribution to the pure 
HD. Namely, the existence of the HAP shell rarely caused a positive 
influence on the stress distribution profile of the HSC. In contrast, 
the LPC presented a distinctive stress distribution profile in which 
most stress was biased toward the LP- HAP (Fig.  5B, right). The 
torsion experiments for the HD, HSC, and LPC resulted in stress 
distribution profiles identical to the compression tests (Fig. 5C).

In the compression test, the LP- HAP was exposed to maximally 
148% more concentrated stress than the HD and HSC, considering 
the same distance from the centroid (Fig. 5D, top). Thereby, within 
the HD core of the LPC, 8.84 and 7.24% reduced stress developed 

Fig. 5. FEA to study the influence of the Liesegang pattern. (A) Protocol of FeA. here, the initial geometry of hd, hSC, and lPC was fixed to a cylinder. (B and C) images 
of hd, hSC, and lPC when the equilibrium was reached after (B) compression and (C) torsion deformation. (D) entire stress distribution of hd, hSC, and lPC. (E) enlarged 
stress distribution near centroid. (F) development of a spring- dashpot model of lPC to address how the nonlinear elasticity has been accomplished.
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compared to the HD and HSC (Fig. 5E, left). Meanwhile, in the 
torsion test, given that the central part has less deformation, lower 
stress was observed in all cases. However, the distribution of stress 
that increases with distance shows a tendency similar to the com-
pression test (Fig. 5D, bottom). In particular, near the boundary of 
the HD core in the torsion test, there was a 19.8% decrease in stress 
from the LPC (Fig. 5E, right).

These results indicated that the strong HAPs contributed as a 
stress concentrator in the LPC, considerably offsetting the energy 
within soft HD structures. This synergy accords with the spring- 
dashpot viscoelastic approximation in which the dashpot resists the 
loading and the spring component performs the elasticity (Fig. 5F) 
(71). When it comes to the LPC, the dashpot and spring correspond 
to the strong HAP and soft HD components, respectively. The re-
markably diminished stress in the HD core and inter- HD was re-
sponsible for the nonlinear elasticity of the LPC. Despite the increasing 
loading on the LPC, the soft HD composites were exposed to mi-
nor stress because the strong HAP structures simultaneously buff-
ered the concentrated energy without their failures. Thereby, the soft 
HD domains were capable of dissipating the stress and exerting 
their elasticity consistently.

Investigation of the LPC- based biomedical application
Here, we demonstrated the physical perspective potential of the LPC 
in the medical fields where nonlinear elasticity is essential for a satis-
factory outcome. In particular, we studied whether the LPC could 
emulate the characteristic biomechanical behaviors of connective 
tissue cartilage. The cartilage consistently bears the compression and 
shear due to its superior stress- relaxing characteristic; thus, stress re-
laxation was regarded as one of the essential considerations in 
designing reliable artificial cartilage (72). Considering the excellent 
stress dissipation character of the LPC originating from its Liesegang 
pattern, we further studied its feasibility as an artificial finger carti-
lage for patients with osteoarthritis (Fig. 6A). At the current stage, 
the biological roles of cartilage, for instance, friction resistance (73), 
were not imparted to the LPC. The creep experiments were per-
formed under a constant shear stress (0.1 kPa) and a hold time of 
100 s. The HD showed an elastic creep response (fig. S8). Meanwhile, 
as shown in Fig.  6B, the LPC exhibited a viscoelastic deformation 
and recovery, which is also observed in collagen and alginate gels 
with excellent stress- relaxing features (74, 75).

Furthermore, we studied the stress relaxation profiles of the HD 
and LPC by applying a strain of 10 or 20% and holding for 1000 s 
(Fig. 6C). Prior works found that the relaxation profile during 1000 
s notably affected cellular activities because the cells are generally 
sensitive to physical environment changes within 1 s (35, 76). Ir-
respective of the exerted strain, the HD maintained more than 95% 
of its stress as elastic energy during the first 100 s. In contrast, the 
LPC effectively relaxed the stress up to 75% over the same period. 
Moreover, only 70% of stress remained in the LPC at the end point. 
Figure 6D presents the cyclic compression experiments of the HD 
and LPC, and the hysteresis loop is correlated to the stress relax-
ation (77). The compression was applied up to the strain of 40%, 
considering the physiologically maximum strain of tissues, includ-
ing the cartilage, which ranges from 30 to 40% (78, 79). Notably, 
the LPC demonstrated an apparent hysteresis loop compared to 
the HD. Furthermore, the LPC exhibited enhanced stress relax-
ation when the number of cycles increased (Fig. 6E). These vali-
dated that the LPC effectively relaxed shear and compression and 

its promising potential as an artificial cartilage for dissipating the 
wear stress.

Subsequently, we prepared fiber- type HD (f- HD) and fiber- type 
LPC (f- LPC) with diameters of 2.90 mm and lengths of 5 to 10 cm. 
Figure 6F presents the images of the f- HD and f- LPC. HAP yields 
approximately zero transmittance, unlike the intrinsically trans-
parent HD (80). Thus, the cross- sectional microscope image of the 
LPC presented a distinct boundary of the Liesegang pattern. In par-
ticular, the dark regions corresponded to the LP- HAP and the HAP 
shell, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6G, Raman spectroscopy studies 
of the f- LPC suggested that HAP was generated selectively in the 
regions of the LP- HAP and HAP shell. In terms of rheological inves-
tigation, f- LPC yielded a maximal 20- fold increase in G′ compared 
to f- HD (fig. S9). Figure 6H shows the stress versus strain curves of 
the f- HD and f- LPC, where a uniform tensile force was applied at 
5.0 mm min−1. The f- HD showed an ultimate stress of 44.8 kPa and 
a fracture strain of 274.2%. Moreover, the f- LPC exhibited a highly 
reinforced ultimate stress of 74.7 kPa and a maximum strain of 
358.6%. Hence, the f- LPC achieved an increased toughness of 
15.2 kJ m−3, whereas the f- HD showed a toughness of 8.83 kJ m−3. 
These improvements in mechanical properties would be attributed 
to the stress relaxation capacity of f- LPC originating from its Liese-
gang pattern.

The mechanical behavior of a bundle of the f- LPCs was studied 
as shown in Fig.  6I. Here, a bundle with a length of 20 mm was 
composed of 19 f- HDs or f- LPCs. Under the external tensile loads 
of 1 and 2 N, the f- HD bundle showed mean stress of 13.2 and 
32.1 kPa. Here, the mean stress indicates the average value of stress 
concentrated on the HD parts when tensile load is applied. As 
shown in fig. S10, the unit f- LPC within a bundle showed the Liese-
gang pattern–dependent stress- relaxing behavior, where the strong 
HD components buffered the stress, identical to the finding above. 
Hence, the f- LPC bundle presented a 18.2 and 20.2% reduced mean 
stress (10.8 and 25.6 kPa), respectively. Given the overall results, 
the LPC could be a potential candidate to replace the connective 
tissues that are subjected to repetitive loading.

DISCUSSION
Here, we demonstrated that the anisotropic Liesegang pattern was 
necessary for the nonlinear elastic complex material, LPC, and 
addressed the underlying mechanism. We prepared the LPC with 
the Liesegang pattern through supersaturation- assisted biomineral-
ization. We figured out that I of the ionic precursor should be super-
saturated to result in the Liesegang pattern. Meanwhile, I below the 
critical point led to the single biomineral shell. Furthermore, 
the degree of biomineralization should not be excessive to acquire 
the high- resolution Liesegang pattern. The mechanism of how the 
anisotropic Liesegang pattern caused the nonlinear elasticity was 
revealed through the rheological tests and FEA. The strong HAP 
shell and LP- HAP components buffered the concentrated energy, 
suppressing the failure of the soft HD matrix. Accordingly, the soft 
HD core and inter- HD were capable of exhibiting their elasticity 
consistently. Our model experiments found that this Liesegang 
pattern–based nonlinear elasticity enabled the LPC to potentially 
emulate the connective tissues. The LPC exhibited the stress- relaxing 
behaviors of the cartilage.

Despite the analogous physical behaviors with the cartilage, the 
LPC was partially limited in substituting the cartilage at the current 
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stage. In particular, the rapid biomineralization into the HAP might 
contribute to the simple Liesegang pattern with the four layers, 
which causes the upper limit of the mechanical properties of LPC. At 
the same time, we anticipate that the findings in this work could 
provide a clue to accomplishing cartilage- replacing material. The 
broad precipitation combinations could be used considering the 
supersaturation of the precursor solution has determined the aniso-
tropic Liesegang patterning. That is, the elaborate design of the pre-
cipitation kinetics could lead to an advanced Liesegang pattern with 
multiple layers. Given that even a simple Liesegang pattern was 
capable of considerably affecting the entire mechanical properties of 
the LPC, a more complex Liesegang pattern might enable a strong 
and nonlinear elastic complex desirable in substituting the connec-
tive tissues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HD preparation
To prepare the HD precursor solution, 40% (w/v) of acrylamide 
(Sigma- Aldrich) and 2% (w/v) of sodium alginate (Sigma- Aldrich) 
were dissolved in distilled water. Then, 0.06% (w/v) of N,N′- 
methylenebisacrylamide (Sigma- Aldrich) was further added as a 
cross- linker. Next, 0.26% (w/v) of CaSO4 (Sigma- Aldrich) was in-
troduced, followed by 0.16% (w/v) of ammonium persulfate (Sigma- 
Aldrich) and 0.1% (v/v) of N,N,N′,N′- tetramethylethylenediamine 
(Sigma- Aldrich) to obtain the final precursor solution. This HD 

precursor solution was poured into the poly(methyl methacrylate) 
and silicon molds, and then thermal polymerization was performed 
at 60°C for 1 hour. In detail, a poly(methyl methacrylate) cuvette 
was used to prepare the squared samples, and a silicon tube (inside 
diameter, 2 mm) was used for fiber- type samples. The obtained HDs 
were immersed in dichloromethane (Sigma- Aldrich) to loosen 
the molds and easily take the HDs out. The HDs were washed with 
distilled water for 1 day and stored in 40 mM tris buffer (pH 8.5) 
for 1 day.

Biomineralization
To obtain HSC 1, the HD was immersed in 3 mM K2HPO4 solution 
for 1 min and then washed with distilled water for 10 s. Subsequently, 
it was transferred to 5 mM CaCl2 solution for 1 min and washed for 
10 s. This biomineralization process was repeated for # times (here, 
# = 5 and 10). This sample was immersed in 5 mM CaCl2 solution at 
37°C for 1 day. This postincubation step was essential to mature the 
potentially residual ACP into HAP (39, 57). Last, the sample was 
transferred to distilled water at 4°C for sufficient swelling. The com-
bination of 30 mM K2HPO4 and 50 M CaCl2 and the same process 
as the HSC 1 preparation were used to prepare HSC 2. For HSC 3, 
300 mM K2HPO4 solution and 500 mM CaCl2 solution were used. 
To prepare the LPC, the HD was immersed in 3 M K2HPO4 solution 
and 5 M CaCl2 solution following the experimental protocols above. 
The postincubation was performed in CaCl2 solution with the same 
ionic strength as the biomineralization process. The HDs with the 

Fig. 6. Physical studies of the biomedical potentials using LPC. (A) FeA of the lPC- based artificial cartilage deployed at the metatarsal phalangeal joints. here, we have 
assumed the case with a degenerative cartilage disease. (B) Shear creep test of the lPC. the double arrows indicate the viscoelastic response. (C) Stress relaxation profiles 
of the hd and lPC. the shear strains of 10 and 20% were applied. (D) Strain versus stress curves of the hd and lPC during 50- cycle compressions. the hd and lPC were 
compressed up to the strain of 40%. (E) Relaxed energy of lPC normalized to hd (means ± Sd). (F) Photographs of f- hd and f- lPC. Below microscope image is the cross 
section of f- lPC. Scale bar, 200 μm. (G) Raman spectra of f- lPC within 900 to 990 cm−1. the signal at 960 cm−1 indicates the hAP. a.u., arbitrary units. (H) tensile stress 
versus strain curves of the f- hd and f- lPC. (I) FeA of the f- hd and f- lPC bundles. each bundle comprises 19 f- hds or f- lPCs with a length of 20 mm.
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average dimensions of 1.7 cm by 1.7 cm by 2.5 cm (width × length × 
height) are used for the experiments with unit 15 ml of precursor 
solution. A laser cutting machine (X252, GCC Co.) with a diameter 
of 1.0- cm laser (power, 4; speed, 0.1) was used to engrave various 
patterns in the HD. Then, the HDs were biomineralized into the 
LPC according to the process above. LPC 1 and LPC 2 were pre-
pared by controlling the biomineralization location of the HD. To 
prepare LPC 1, only one side of the HD was immersed in the pre-
cursor solution. For LPC 2, the LPC formation procedure was per-
formed using the LPC 1; in particular, the HD side adjacent to the 
patterned side of the LPC 1 was immersed in the precursor solution.

Characterization
LPC and f- LPC were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy (XploRA PLUS, 
HORIBA Scientific) with a 10× objective (numerical aperture = 0.25), a 
532- nm laser, and a 1800 g mm−1 grating spectrometer. The laser was 
irradiated for 60 s and repeated five times. XPS (K- ALPHA, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) was used to study the P 2p and Ca 2p spectra of the 
LPC and C 1s spectra of both the HD and LPC. WAXS experiments 
were performed using the 4C beamline at the Pohang Light Source.

Mechanical investigation
For time- temperature superposition, the shear moduli were mea-
sured under increasing temperature (25° to 60°C) using a rheometer 
(MCR 302, Anton Paar). An preload of 5.0 N, an angular frequency 
from 100 to 0.1 rad s−1, and a constant shear strain of 1% were 
applied to the samples (thickness = 5.0 mm, N = 2 to 3). The viscos-
ity versus shear stress profiles of LPC 1 to LPC 4 samples (thick-
ness  =  5.0 mm, N  =  2 to 3, preload  =  5.0 N) were obtained by 
presetting the shear rate as 1 and 2 s−1. Creep recovery tests on the 
HD (thickness = 3.5 mm, N = 2 to 3, preload = 1.65 N) and LPC 
(thickness = 3.5 mm, N = 2 to 3, preload = 1.65 N) were performed 
with a constant shear stress of 100 Pa using a parallel plate geometry 
(25 mm in diameter). For the stress relaxation investigation, the HD 
(thickness = 3.5 mm, N = 2 to 3, preload = 1.65 N) and LPC (thick-
ness = 3.5 mm, N = 2 to 3, preload = 1.65 N) samples were measured 
at 10 and 20% constant strain. These creep and relaxation experi-
ments were carried out at 37°C. The HD and LPC were subjected to 
cyclic compression tests using a laboratory- made jig. The jig was 
made of 90°- bended polyethylene terephthalate glycol–modified. 
These jigs clamped to the wedge grips of the universal testing ma-
chine (Model 3366, Instron) to stably support and compress the 
samples for the tests. Then, the cyclic compression tests were per-
formed using the HD (N = 3) and LPC (N = 3) with the height of 
7.5 mm. The compression and recovery speed was set to 50 mm 
min−1. The fiber- type samples (N = 2 to 3) with 4 cm in length were 
subjected to the tensile test using the Instron universal testing 
machine mentioned above. The tensile strain versus stress curves 
were measured by applying the tension at a rate of 20 mm min−1 
until the samples failed. Rheological test–based strain sweep experi-
ments were also performed for the fiber- type samples (length  =   
3.4 mm, N = 2 to 3, preload = 1.65 N) with a constant angular fre-
quency of 6.28 rad s−1. No debris of HAP was generated during the 
mechanical studies of HSC 1 to HSC 3 and LPC.

Finite element modeling
The mechanical behavior based on the Liesegang patterns of the HD 
and HAP was implemented through FEA software (COMSOL 
Multiphysics). We reverse- calculated the modulus of the HAP region 

through tensile test results of the f- HD and f- LPC and the results of 
FEA. By adjusting the modulus of the HAP region, the reaction 
force curve of the simulation and experimental values was fitted, 
and through this, the modulus of the HAP region was calculated. 
Furthermore, to simulate the energy dissipation by the Liesegang 
patterns, the property curves, including the modulus, were interpo-
lated at each interface (fig. S11). The mechanical properties used in 
all simulations are listed in table S1. In addition, the geometry and 
input conditions for each case are listed in tables S2 to S4.

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S11
tables S1 to S4
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